[Lymphadenectomy for testicular cancer. Diagnostic and prognostic significance as well as therapeutic benefit].
The rationale to perform retroperitoneal lymph node dissection (RPLND) in testicular cancer depends on the clinical stage and previous therapy. Thus, it can be performed either with diagnostic, prognostic, or therapeutic intention. In verified clinical stage I nonseminoma, RPLND provides one of three adjuvant options. To verify the clinical stage pathologically, surgery is done for diagnostic reasons, since CT scanning provides a false-negative staging in up to 30%. In higher stage lesions RPLND is a therapeutic procedure. The importance, however, of RPLND in clinical stage I nonseminoma is decreasing, since prognostic factors are available to stratify patients with either low or high risk for recurrence. Thus, these patients are selected for surveillance (low risk) or adjuvant chemotherapy (high risk). RPLND after chemotherapy is done for resection of residual tumor with a therapeutic intention. The histology of the residual mass is of prognostic importance and may help define further therapy. Resection of retroperitoneal metastases in patients with chemorefractory tumors is curative in about 25%.